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ABSTRACT. In the present paper expressions for the temperature distributions in a 
circular pipe are derived when vis<50us incompiressiblo fluid is flowing through it. The term 
of dissipation duo to friction is not neglected aaad the rate of heat addition (i) varies linearly 
with time, and (ii) decreases exponentially with time. The difference in the temperature 
distribution introduced by the inclusion of the dissipiation term has also been discussed.
I N T R O D U C T I O N
This paper consists o f  tw o parts. In  Part A the temperature distribution  
in a circular pipe when viscous incompressible fluid is flowing through it with the  
rate o f heat addition varying linearly with tim e is discussed. An expression for 
the temperature distribution is obtained in dimensionless form. This consists 
of tw o parts, the one varies linearly with dimensionless tim e Fourier modulus 
k 't
Jt^ { R  radius) and the other is transient part o f temperature, which
vanishes in the lim it as t tends to infinity. I t  is also seen that the contribution  
of the transient part is insignificant when T i >  1 .
In  part B  the temperature distribution in the same pipe is studied when 
viscous incompressible fluid is flowing tlirough it  w ith the rate of heat addition 
decreasing exponentially w ith tim e. An expression for the temperature has 
been obtained taking
1
d t
CD
which has been compared with that o f Lai’s result (1964) where he has obtained  
the expression by neglecting the dissipation term. Our expression contains some 
additional terms and the reason for this has been discussed. The result is in  
complete agreement w ith similar results obtained by Ballabh (1959) and Snnedon
(1961) where Ballabh has obtained the expression for the velocity b y using the  
method o f  superposability and Snnedon has discussed the heat flow under expo­
nentially decreasing temperature gradient.
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Here the expressions for the temperature distributions in both  the parts are 
derived Avith the conditions that the surface r  =  R  (i) has zero initial temperature 
and (ii) is always being k(^pt at zero temperature.
1. r^iio energy equation (Pai, 1956) in the present case is
p c . d i  \ d r^ r  d r  )  ’
d T
d t e „
( 1 . 1 )
h. U^AJL ^where ¥  =  — and c =  constants, and represents the maximumpCf-K*P%
velocity in the pipe. The last term in the equation (1.1) is dissipation due to  
friction and is not neglected in the present investigation.
P A R T  A
2. R ate o f heat addition varies linearly with tim e.
We, therefore, assume that
1_  ^
pCg d t
a t .
Equation (1.1) then becomes
d T  
d t
(2 .1 )
(2.2)
Now lot T  =  I  e r ^ K T  d t bo the Laplace transform of T  and let T q be the initial 
0
value o f T ,
Multiplying equation (2.2) by and integrating between the lim its 0 to co, 
wo get
I  O T  s 
d f^  r  d r + ? ) ■ ... (2.3)
Equation (2.3) can be solved by the method o f variation o f parameter and we get 
the solution as
T  =  A I o { r p ) + B K o { r p ) + ^ { r , 8 ) ,  ... (2.4)
where P and
¥  (f>{r, 8) =  Ao(rp) |  (!To+ j . I^ {rp).rdr
- U r p ) \  {To+ +  .K,{rp)rdr.
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Now we shall find T^.
Initially the rate of heat addition is zero and the temperature is steady in 
the pipe.
0 =  _  ® (2.5)Hence — 0 and we obtain +  L.dt • dr^ r dr
The boundary conditions are
Tg =  finite when r =» 0
and Tq =  0 when r — Bi
The solution of equation (2.5) under those boundary conditions is
Substituting this value of in the expression for ^(r, n) and using certain 
recurrence relations of Bessel functions, we obtain
c / B * - r *
Then
The boundary conditions for T  are
and
T  =  finite when r =  0 
T  =  0  when r  =  R.
Applying these boundary conditions, we get
C (R *-r*  \ , a _  « ./«
6*' \ « 8^' Joi
Now applying Laplace inversion theorem, we obtain
1
a J„(irp) 
(iBp)
(2 .6)
4*‘
R*
64*'*
j j  \ *>'««*<®( R  )  ~ W-\-20i S  j-fs— g t —f-j V • cin*! * (2.7)
where a»» are the positive roots of Jq(“) =  ®
At time t =  0, T  =  - ~  (i?*—r*). Hence from equation (2.7) by putting  ^ 16k^
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J  I \
128 I w ) \  R^l1 =  0, we get S
Writing r j R — r] so that ij is less than 1, we get
-1 12o
Putting V/ =  0, we get
y _______ = 3
mti c c J J M  128'
Now we make equation (2.7) dimensionless by introducing
_T  r __ T = ^ -
where 0 is a characteristic temperature.
We then get
T =  b o ( l- n * )+ b n i- v ^ )~  jg(3-i?=*)(l-^»)
+86 S ,m-1 i ( ^ )
where 6o =  — ~  and b =  are clearly dimensionless numbers.
We now take
T =  Ti+T„ where
T i= bo{i-v*)+b
. . .  (2.8)
and
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Tho graphs for fixed =  0, 0.3, 0.6, 0.9) showing the variation of t with 
the parameter Ty (dimensionless time Fourier modulus) have been drawn 
in three cases 6 =  1 , 6o =  1 ; 6 =  2, 6^  =  1 ; and 6 =  1 ; 6q =  2 in tho range 
2’j =  0 to =  1 .3.00
Graph showing variation of r  with
The graphs beyond Tj =  1 have not been drawn because Tg is very small 
compeared to when >  1 , hence the transient part is insignificant and t varies 
linearly with in this range. From the graphs it is observed that r  inersasos with 
for fixed i j .  I t  is also seen that for any T j, t  decreases with the increase of r j  
and it is maximum when ^ =  0. I t  means that points near the axis of the 
cylinder are having more temperature than tho points which are far from tho axis 
of the cylinder.
P A R T  B
3. Rate of heat addition decreases exponentially with time.
Wo assume that
Equation (1 .1 ) then becomes
=  s  ,
S o„e~»‘ (3.1), dt n-i
d^T , 1 
dr* r f ) (3.2)
Let 7  =  f  €-»<. Tdi be the Laplace transform of T  and let be the initial value
o f r .
7
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Multiplying equation (3.2) by and integrating between the limits 0 to
00, we get
4- 1  ±  7> =  _  L f r  4- 4- S 1dr^  r dr k' fc' L ® « n-x («+w) J
The above equation can bo solved by the method of variation of parameter 
and we get the solution as
where
T  =  AI^{rp)-^BK^(rp)-^^{r, s),
P =
k’ . i>{r, s) =  K,{rp) f  [To+  ~  +  ]h{rp) • rdr
- t o ) J  [ r .+  +  J .  “-^^^]Urr).irdr.
(3.3)
Here j (jK^ —r*) as obtained in Part A.
Substituting this value of in the expression for &^(r, s) and using certain 
recurrence relations of Bessel functions, we get
,, , c /R*-r* \ , E
6*(5+w)
Then
T  »  A I M + B U r p H  V ) - t  . ! .  i(5s
Applying the previous boundary conditions, we get
f  =  £. u f  1 -16k' \ s /~L  jo(iJip)ln-‘i «(«+»)’ 
Now applying Laplace inversion theorem, we get
4 r { i Y ]
(3.4)
(3 5)
T =  (iZ*-r*)- S ^16i n*i w
on 00
+2 S S
1 ~
4 ^ )  - -
k’amH
=  TjY+t ^'+t ; (3.6)
This expression for temperature does not agree with Lai’s result (1964). 
His expression for the temperature with the present boundary conditions does 
not contain and because he has solved the enrgy equation by neglecting the 
dissipation term and by assuming
f  == S TJr)(T'^K
where is a function of r only whereas in our case the dissipation term has not 
b(!en neglected. Our expression (3.6) for the temperature is in complete agree­
ment with similar results obtained by Bhllabh (1959) and kSnncdon (1951). 
Ballabh (1959) in his paper has obtained, the expression for the velocity by 
using the method of super-posability and Snpedon (1951) has discussed the heat 
How under exponentially decreasing temphrature gradient.
Hence T i'-f Tg'-f is a more general solution of equation (l.l) and has been 
confirmed by Laplace Transform method.
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